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Protest draws sparse turnout
katherinc
Sil% a of
San Jose
prepares her
sign before
joining the
other protestors.
Silva, who
said she
met organizer Donna
Wallach at a
San Francisco
demonstration condemning
police brutality, said
she is
against the
ar.

Jill Toyoshiba
Daily Staff

ems
Anti-Israeli protesters rally against unjust treatment at downtown plaza
By Liz Cloutman
siNlolt Si AFI WRITIR
Six people congregated at 6:30
p.m. Wednesday at Plaza de Cesar
Chavez for an hour-long demonstration against what they said is
the unjust treatment of Palestini-

ans by Israelis.
The demonstrators four of
whom are naturalized American
citizens stood on the sidewalk
at the southern edge of the park so
the signs they held aloft would be
visible to people driving past.
Some of the poster-board signs

had been prepared in advance
while others were made on the spot
by participants, all of whom are
San Jose residents.
On the signs were phrases such
as "Jews for Palestinians," "Stop
massacring Palestinians" and
"Stop Israeli Repression."

All the demonstrators are
acquainted with organizer Donna
Wallach.
Wallach, an American by birth,
went to Israel in 1981 and became
a citizen in 1985, but became disaffected by what she felt was cruel
and unjust treatment of Palestini-

ans by the Israeli government.
"Israel is out-Nazi-ing the
Nazis," Wallach said. "I’m a European Jew, and I got citizenship
after four years. The Palestinians
can’t get citizenship after their
See

Breast
cancer
event
alerts
SJSU
By. kellie Chittenden
DAILY STAFF WRITFR

At one point during her presentation on breast cancer awareness
Wednesday in the Student Union’s
Council Chambers, Donna O’Neil
removed her necklace to make a
point to the seven women in attendance.
"This bead," O’Neil said holding
the golf-ball size bead in the center
of the necklace, "represents the
average size of a lump found by
women untrained in self breast
exams."
As the beads got smaller on
O’Neil’s necklace, they represented the greater degrees of detection
measures women can take to catch
breast cancer in its earliest, and
most treatable stages.
The smallest bead on the necklace, about the size of a pea, represented the average size of a lump
detected on women who get regular mamograms, O’Neil explained.
O’Neil is a volunteer with the
American Cancer Society’s Reach
to Recovery program, which provides information and assistance
to women diagnosed with breast
cancer.
The hour-long informational lecture was arranged by the Peer
Health Education Program, the
Women’s Resource Center and the
sororities Sigma Theta Psi and
Delta Sigma Theta.
IdeIle Fraser, a coordinator for
the peer health program, said even
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Economists ponder nonpolitical implications of propositions
1).itt.
Wri
During the third and final proposition di,:cussions, Tom Means and Rodolfo
alez presented the implications
of
miitions 35, 37 and 39 to San
Jose -1 ite University students and fac-

ulty members Wednesday
t it.
Almaden Room of the Student Union.
As economics professors at SJSU, the
men said they wanted to focus more on
the economic impacts of these propositions rather than the political ones.
"Economists have more to say,"
Means said. "I’m disappointed about

Weather doesn’t
wash away A.S.
election debate
By. Helena I). long
STAFF WRIII.R

Wednesday’s rainy conditions did not prevent Associated Students from holding its debate on Proposition 38 and Measure A.
Instead of being held in the Student Union
Amphitheater as planned, it was moved indoors to the
second floor of the Student Union.
Sam Casas, director of legislative affairs for Associated Students, organized the event about a month ago
to inform San Jose State University students about
the legislature that will be on November’s ballot.
If passed, Proposition 38 would authorize annual
state payments of at least $4,000 per pupil for private
or religious schools, replacing the current constitutional public school funding formula, according to the
Santa Clara County Voter Registration booklet.
Measure A proposes to enact a 0.5 percent sales tax
that would take effect April 1, 2006.
The sales tax would be spent on the extension of the
Bay Area Rapid Transit system, also known as BART,
from Fremont through Milpitas to downtown San
Jose and the Santa Clara Caltrain Station.
The audience fluctuated from about 30 people during the first debate to about 10 people during the second.
Professor James Brent from the political science
department opened the debate by explaining the
structure and rules, introducing the speakers and

the proposition recommendations from
political science people."
Proposition 35 would amend the
state constitution by eliminating existing restrictions on state and local contracting with private entities for engineering and architectural services.
These contracts would be awarded by

E4CIC Cio AT

competitive selection, which
include bidding.
"It simply gives authority to the government to contract with private companies," Gonzalez explained to the
eight people in the audience.
Proposition 37, which would distinguish between a tax and a fee, was also

discussed
California’s state constitution says
that any tax must be approved by twothirds of voters, whereas a regulatory
fee would simply need a majority vote.
"Those who want to limit the power
See

ECONOMiCS, Page 6

Through the eyes of a child...

00 00
flipping a coin to choose who uuld present first.
SJSU alumna Kathleen O’Connell- Sundaram from
the Yes on Proposition 38 Campaign and Carolyn
Ruck, a retired teacher and member of the California
Teachers Association, debated the pros and cons of
school vouchers.
O’Connell-Sundaram, who said she is a mother of
four, started the debate by saying that the vouchers
would help parents who have noticed dramatic educational regression in their child’s schoolwork.
"Public schools cannot do the ’one size fits all’ anymore," O’Connell- Sundaram said. She said she thinks
private schools should assist individual students by
evaluating the student’s progress on a more personal
level than is possible in public schools.
Ruck focused on the fact that the state voucher
would not cover the entire cost of private schools.
"Where would the extra $2,000 to $4,000 come
from?" Ruck asked. "That alone excludes lower income
families that cannot afford to pay the extra fees."
She said certain types of children will be left in
public schools if Proposition 38 is passed.
"The application process for these private schools
are a horror, and the kids that get left behind lin public schools) are not the ones that have parents who are
as involved in their education."
Junior Christina Saucedo, a nursing major, said she
is leaning toward a "no" vote.
"They both had strong viewpoints," Saucedo said.
See

DEBATE, Page 6

A’ohfiro
Daily Mall
Nla) a Gupta, 15 months old, points to her oratory preschool located in the Central

older brother through the observation room Classroom building. Gupta was waiting for
\indovv at the San Jose State University lab- the class to end with her mom Wednesday.
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’Biggest little city’ is a big disappointment

Letters
Ralph Nader: the
only candidate
untainted by oil,
power interests
Ralph Nader is the only major candidate that
will solve America’s foreign oil dependency
and entrenched power in Washington problems because he is not controlled by the oil industry.
American ana European energy policies created
Saddam Hussein’s military, and the Clinton
administration continues to become more dependent on foreign oil.
To solve this problem, Nader proposes a complete conversion to solar- and wind-generated
power.
America is already producing power using these
technologies. For a complete conversion, companies
need an energy policy that will provide financing
to build the initial power plants.
Because Gov. George W. Bush and Vice President Al Gore’s support structure is the oil industry,
they will not implement this policy.
Their family histories underscore this problem
and the problem of entrenched power in Washington.
Bush’s family members have controlled America’s government and oil industry for a long time.
Bush is a former oil executive, and his father
started Zapata Petroleum Corporation in 1953.
Bush’s grandfather and great-grandfather
formed partnerships with Democratic power broker Averell Harriman.
His massive corporate network controlled many
industries: railroads, baking, coal, oil, etc.
Vice President Al Gore is less entrenched.
As a U.S. Senator, his father lobbied for Occidental Petroleum.
Later, he accepted a position on Occidental’s
board of directors. Following in his father’s footsteps, Gore became a senator and lobbied for Occidental.
In sharp contrast, Ralph Nader’s father owned a
small restaurant.
Since graduating from Harvard Law School in
1953, Ralph Nader’s nonprofit organizations have
fought unscrupulous corporations in the courts
and legislature.

Iwoke up suddenly Friday night,
or Saturday morning, whatever
you want to consider it. It wasn’t
the most pleasant of situations. I
turned my head to the left, and
about 10 feet away, the light from
the hotel bathroom peeked from
underneath the door.
It wasn’t the light that got my
attention, it was the guy inside the
bathroom who was pulcing out a
Reno evening’s worth of alcohol.
It was quite becoming for a guy
whom I had met just hours before.
But I was able to ignore it after the
first couple spews, and I went back
to sleep, sort of
I drifted in and out of my slumber.
You know how it is in hotel rooms,
especially a hotel room with six
other people crammed into it.
About two’ hours later, the guy
who was sleeping next to me got up
to go to the bathroom. Of course it
woke me up. Apparently, nobody
ever wants to actually let me sleep.
So I turned my head to the left
again and gazed toward the bathroom. The light was still on.
The other guy must have left the
light on, I thought. Such was not the
case, as Mr. Puker came stumbling
out of the bathroom apologizing for
his two-hour smoochfest with the
porcelain gods.
Welcome to Reno.
To make things worse, as I tried
to go back to sleep, another loud
interruption obstructed my road to
the world of Z’s.

Imagine my disappointment to anymore money to catch a jazz perfind out casinos are nothing like formance.
So after falling asleep during the
they are in the movies. There’s no
scantly-clad females offering drinks, end of the World Series game (best
no friendly environment and, most sleep I got all weekend), I took to the
streets looking for a place that
of all, no money to be won.
played jazz.
At least for me.
No problem, I figured, Reno is a
Instead, I found old, crusty Mustang Ranch rejects yelling "drinks" Mecca of culture and entertainment.
in a tone that resembled Barney Sure.
I’m walking up and down the
from "The Simpsons."
I found a place that smelled of streets of Reno in what had to be
cheap cigarettes, dirty old people about 30-degree, windy weather.
I blame the bellboys at Circus
and alcohol (note: This is only slightMike Osegueda
Circus. Those idiots sent me on a
ly better than our campus’ smell).
And I found people who mindless- wild goose chase all over the cold,
oz-mosis
ly fed money into machines or tossed ugly, smelly streets of that sloppy
it onto tables without much second two-bit town. No jazz was to be
found, sorry Professor Hodge.
You might know the guy, his col- thought.
I would have been better off stayThe final category I fit into.
umn runs Mondays. "Born Under A
I figured it was my first time ever ing in the hotel and listening to the
Bad Sign" himself, Mr. D.S. Perez,
was keeping the entire room awake visiting a casino, so some sort of pathetic music played by the broke
with this finely perfected art of beginner’s luck had to be in the man’s Monorail car that moves
between hotels. Or better
cards for me, right?
annoying snoring.
Wrong. No luck in the cards, in should have written about the ArLet me tell you, the guy sounds
rant snoring that I was so privileged
like a sick horse with a boot stuck in the slots or on the roulette wheel
its throat when he snores, only a lit- just a whole lot of beginner’s misfor- to hear in my hotel room.
I hate Reno.
tune.
tle bit louder.
That place is useless.
After striking out in the casino
I love Reno.
The next time I want to lose a
It was my first time in the Friday night, I decided I should
"Biggest little city in the world," and spend Saturday night productively. I bunch of money for absolutely no
what a crash-course introduction I remembered I had a paper due Tues- reason I should just suggest that the
day for my jazz class. I was supposed Associated Students hold a special
had.
Two days, 70. bucks of gambling to go see a live jazz performance and election to build a new computer lab
or something.
and a bunch of stenchy clothes later, write about it.
Of course I hadn’t done it yet
I formed my own perception of Reno:
the biggest little piece of crap in the because I’m the typical procrastinatMike Osegueda is the Spartan
ing student. So I figured what better
world.
Daily Production Editor
Should I start with the casinos? time than while I was trapped in
"Oz-mosis" appears Thursdays.
Reno with the mission of not losing
Why not.
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Leo Tanner
senior
public relations

Make a pro-choice
decision: Choose Letter to A.S. president
to be responsible
I.irn pro-choice. That’s right, pro-choice. The
choice is simple: sex or no sex. For those who
have less self control (obviously the majority)
the choice becomes even easier. That is to say, the
female’s ovulation period (when she is fertile) only
occurs five to seven days out of the month.
This means that if you educate yourselves, and
pinpoint your time, you will be able to have sex virtually any time you want, completely free of conception.
Because this is not a 100-percent infallible
method of birth control, I opt for abstinence till
marriage. However, the thought of no sex to some is
outrageous.
It is stunning to me to hear how women use the
classic phrase "I got pregnant by accident." That is
like saying "I got in my car, and drove on accident."
If you didn’t know, sex is to procreate (that
means conceive and give birth).
What’s more, if you took the time to look over
the labels before you slip on the Trojan or insert
the pill they read in simple terms "Not 100 percent
effective."
The choice must come before an innocent life is
brought into the world (conception). If not getting
pregnant during sex was an option, we would all be
equipped with a button on us to regulate our
sperm/eggs.
Just follow this tip and abortion will not be an
issue, and the heated hatred between pro-lifers and
pro-choicers will be obsolete.
Daniel Offerman, thank you for your support.
Yet, there is a huge difference between the Holocaust and abortion ... nine months.
Jake Huether
junior
mechanical engineering

letter is in response to the As a fellow student of political sciThis
Oct. 9 column titled "Watch- ence, I feel compelled to warn Mr.
ing our school get sold down Davila that over-ambition dooms to
tile river." The article hit raw nerves inevitable destruction the lives of
and made me sick to my stomach. men who lack the conviction of charThe article discussed in detail the acter, the vision and moral fortitude
power-grabbing antics of Associated to understand that the end does not
always justify the means.
Students’ president Leo Davila.
As a graduating senior studying
I think you are an intelligent
political science and out of my love man, Mr. Davila, but intelligence
for my soon to be alma mater, I feel does not always translate into comcompelled to say my piece.
mon sense. Common sense dictates
First, this is not the first time that reason should always guide our
that I read disturbing stories about actions. You may well learn this lesLeo Davila that raised questions son, but that remains to be seen.
about his character. During Mr.
Perhaps, Mr. Davila believes that
Davila’s campaign for his job, some rules were put in the place for mere
people wrote to complain about his mortals like us to obey, and for supedirty tricks the fact that he inject- rior beings like him to scorn, twist
ed the issue of his ethnicity into the and manipulate to achieve the
campaign.
desired end. Mr. Davila, as one of
Once again, people are complain- those mere mortals, I humbly urge
ing about Mr. Davila. I do not know you to stop reading Machiavelli. It is
him well enough to question his high time you put down "Prince."
heart, but I know enough to ques- Remember, you are neither a prince
tion his character. Character is what nor of royal blood. You are just a premakes a man. A man without char- tender to the throne.
acter is like a house built on shifting
Mr. Davila, enjoy the power you
sand. Such a house will not stand now have. You don’t need more powfor long. Mr. Davila, don’t fool your- ers. I fully support those trying to
self to think otherwise.
stop you from acquiring more power.
"Let all the people of the world
Second, it seems to me that Mr.
Davila is a reckless man. He seems learn to give to mortal men no
reckless with the things he does to greater power than they are content
spite others. I have long believed they shall use for use it they will"
that he whom the gods want to (John Cotton).
destroy, they first make mad. The
Leo, it is not too late to redeem
gods are laughing, waiting to see if yourself, and prove me and others
Mr. Davila will self-destruct.
wrong. I wish you well.
There is no doubt in my mind
that Mr. Davila is over-ambitious.
Oliver Mmaju
And his proclivity to power grabbing
senior
only serves to reinforce that notion
political science
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an addict. Since I was 17 years
Iam
old, I’ve been lighting sticks of
tobacco and inhaling them, poisoning my lungs and shortening my life.
I quit smoking for a year and a half
once, but made the conscious decision
to return to the habit.
Recently, the government (in addition to my parents and friends) has
decided that even though I’m an adult,
and quite capable of making my own
decisions regarding my life and health,
it knows what’s best for me.
Smoking is a nasty habit, and it’s
bad for you.
Most smokers know that.
There are warning labels on cigarette packs and advertisements on
television cautioning people to stop
smoking or avoid starting.
However, the choice to pollute one’s
own body with nicotine, tar and carbon
monoxide remains an individual’s decision, much like eating junk food or
drinking alcohol.
We drive cars knowing we are at a
huge risk of injury or death.
We eat fattening food knowing it can
cause heart disease or high cholesterol.
But the government doesn’t put
warning labels on your bag of Fritos or
tell you that the car you drive is only
legal to drive on your own property.
The rights of individuals to make
their own decisions regarding their
health are being ignored and violated
by the government.
An article in last week’s San Diego
Union-Tribune stated that a citizens
group is trying to ban smoking within
50 feet of recreation centers in municipal parks.
If the citizens group succeeds, there
won’t be any smoking outdoors near
these playgrounds, regardless of
whether children are nearby to inhale
secondhand smoke.
;The article also stated that Berkeley
an’d Davis have enacted similar laws.
One city in Wisconsin is seeking to
penalize minors for possessing matches or lighters, according to an Oct. 12
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article.
A student carrying a book of matches to school could be suspended and
denied his or her constitutional right
to education.
The citizens of that town must
believe a witch hunt is more important
than a child’s education or constitutional rights.
The sky is the limit, though, for punishing adults who choose to exercise
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to cause her own demise
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their right to smoke.
In a Nov. 29, 1998 article of the
Seattle Times, Cassandra Tate wrote
about the history of smoking and the
persecution of its proponents.
"Human beings have been smoking
... the leaves of Nicotiana tabacum
(tobacco) for at least 2,000 years and
possibly longer," Tate wrote.
During the Spanish Inquisition, a
man was sent to prison because he was
thought to be possessed when smoke
came out of his mouth and nose, the
article stated.
It also stated that in 17th century
China, those who smoked could be
decapitated.
We may not be too far from that
kind of punishment in our country.
The massive anti-tobacco sentiment
in this country has become so irrational and out of hand that certain
facts about smoking are being ignored.
In an Oct. 17 article of the
a
Citizen, a study revealed that sits
might be as much as 50 percent less
likely than nonsmokers to develop
Parkinson’s disease.
Doctors won’t tell you that because
they believe you should only hear evidence to support kicking the habit.
I’m not advocating smoking to avoid
Parkinson’s disease.
I’m also not advocating blowing
smoke in the faces of children.
But it’s time for the government to
stop dictating what’s best for us.
It’s time for the war on smokers to
end.
We’re intelligent enough to take
care of our own children and our own
bodies.
Emily B. Zurich is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer.
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people you will eat their children if they don’t give you
candy. None of that sugar candy
either. Chocolate, all chocolate.

ARIES

MJU1CH 21 - APRIL 19
Uh-oh. You pee-peed in your
panties again, didn’t you? Wait
until the rest of the class leaves,
then run home. Next time don’t
forget your Pull-ups.

COMPLIED RY THE DAILY STAFF

TAURUS

20 - MAY 20
You are currently enrolled in
the Creating a Meaningful Life
class. Apparently, it’s not working.
APRIL

SCORPIO

23 - NovEmma 21
You will befriend a lonesome
squirrel, who will turn out to
have cooties and die under your
bed, but only after infesting
your family with lice.
OCTOBER

SAGITTARIUS

22 - DECEMBER
21
A homeless person who looks
ruely familiar will approach
and yell, "Humperdink,
Mperdink, Humperdink."
NOVEMBER

0

CAPRICORN/

22 - JANUARY 20
The tube said not to use
cream bleach down there, but
you did anyway. The burn won’t
go away until the skin grows
back.
DECEMBER

AQUARIUS

21 - FEBRUARY 18
The following came to me
from the stars in secret code.
Only you will understand.
Moshi moshi. Tu estas y sonno
auslander pamplemousse kilikmabaho jednu cicatrice gundi
chaddi, yog-sothoth. Oui. Let me
know what it says, would you?
JANUARY

GEMINI

MAY 21 - JUNE 20
For you a horoscope haiku.
Broccoli beef
vomit, vomit, vomit
this week is cursed.

CANCER

JUNE 21 - JULY 22
A pod of putrid gingko juice
will explode on your head when
you walk under the tree. On the
plus side, you’re memory will be
improved through osmosis.

LEO

JuLv 23 - Auoutirr 22
The stars say it is cloudy, and
they cannot see you. Wear
brighter colors, or perhaps wave
flashlights in the air.

VIRGO

AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22
Quit eating all of the Halloween candy early or Mom’s
gonna ship you off to the fat
farm again.

LIBRA

22 - OCTOBER
22
Watch for the upcoming rainy
weather. Witches like you tend
to melt and fizzle away when
rain comes.
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Today
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass and brown bag lunch discussion: "Catholic Land Mines,"
12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m.
St. Vincent de Paul Youth Conference for Social Justice, 6:30 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m.
Singles for Christ - graduate
students prayer and fellowship,
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Bible reflection on upcoming
Sunday readings, 7:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. All events at the Campus Ministry Center, 300 S. 10th St. For
more information, call Father Charlie or Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Society for Advancement of
Management
A club for all majors interested
in management experiences. Members are eligible for a free trip to
Las Vegas. Join today. Contact us at
samsjsu@yahoo.com.
Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities & Colleges
Now accepting nominations for
outstanding students to be selected
in 2000-01 Who’s who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges..Forms are available in the
Student Life Center. Deadline is
Friday, Nov. 17. For more information, call Cori Miller at 924-5950.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings.
Gallery 2: Keay Edwards, Gallery 3:
Masako Miki, Gallery 5: Jennifer
Ahn, Gallery 8: Leslie West and the
Herbert Sanders Gallery: Jim
Shirter. For more information, call
John or Nicole at 924-4330
Glass Artist Guild
Ornament sale, today through
Saturday, outside the Student Union.

SEPTEMBER

PISCES

FEBRUARY 19 - nuali 20
I’ve got a Halloween suggestion for you. Dress up like Mike
Tyson go door-to-door and tell

CRP§I-IES
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REACH (Re -Entry And
Commuter Help Program)
Brown bag lunch - Halloween
Party, noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Student
Union, Pacheco room. For more information, call Jane Boyd at 924-5950.
Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in Clark Library, 4th floor. Room 408.
For more information, call the acquisic.
tions department at 924-2705.

Spartan Rugby
Rugby practice, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at South Campus (10th and Alma
streets). All are welcome to play. No
try outs. For more information, call
Dustin Winn at 295-8962.

Vietnaniese Student Association
General meeting, 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. in the Student Union, Pacifica
room. All are welcome. There will
be prizes! For more information,
call Lan at 623-1921.

Campus Crusade For Christ
Night Life: A time of worship,
prayer and fellowship, 8 p.m. at Washington Square Hall, Room 207. For
more information, call Jerry at 2977616 or visit www.sjsucrusade.com.

The SJSU Film Club
"I Saw What You Did" Halloween
show, 9 p.m. at Sweeney Hall, Room
100. For more information, e-mail
anemia_sjsu@hotmail.cora.

Listening Hour Concert Series
Small Jazz Ensembles,
Katharine Cartwright, coordinator,
12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Music
building Concert Hall. For more
information, call Joan Stubbe at
924-4631.

Catholic Campus Minirtry
Noon Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:36
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.

The Dance Program of the
School of Music and Dance
Choreography 111 showing, 2 p.m.
to 3:15 p.m at the Spartan Complex
East, Room 219. For more information, call Donna at 924-5046.

Friday

SJSU Sailing Club
Practice, 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m at
Lake Cunningham, near Raging
Waters. No experience necessary,
co-ed. For more information, call
Joanna Dilley at (650) 799-3208 or
e-mail JoDilley@aol.com.
SAM
Pizza night, 6:30 p.m. at Stuft
Pizza in Campbell. For more information, e-mail samsjsu@yahoo.com.

Counseling Services
Workshop: "Stress and Relationships," 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m in the
Administration building, Room 201.
For more information, call Anna
Fibres-Windley and Sue Nelson at
924-5910.

Limon Dance Company of San
Jose and The Dance Program of
the School of Music and Dance
"Danceworks," 7 p.m. at the
Spartan Complex East, Room 219.
For more information, call Donna at
924-5046.

Associated Students
Discussion on Diversity, noon in
the Student Union. Council Chambers. For more information, call
Maribel at 924-8899.
institute of Management
Accountants
Speaker: "What is the CMA?"
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m in the Student
Union, Guadalupe room.

Counseling Services
Workshop: "Managing Stress of
Depression," noon to 1:15 p.m. at
the Administration building, Room
201. For more information, call
Anna Fimbres-Windley and Molly
Hsieh at 924-5910.

Polynesian/Hawaiian Club
Still want to join? Come check
us out, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Event
Center (ask for Andre) or 6 p.m. to
7 p.m. in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call Andre at 924-6372 or Cori
at 924-5963.

Muslim Students Association
Salatul Juma’ and Halaqa "Muslim Friday Prayer," 1:15 p.m. in the
Student Union, Costanoan room.
For more information, call Faten
Hijazi at 738-5940.

Department of Occupational
Therapy
Undergraduate advising of 0.T.
Program Applicants, 5 p.m. to 6 p.m
in the Central Classroom building,
Room 210. For more information,
call Amy Killingsworth at 924-3073

Saturday
Limon Dance Company of San
Jose and The Dance Program of
the School of Music and Dance
"Danceworks," 7 p.m. at the
Spartan Complex East, Room 219.
For more information, call Donna at
924-5046.

USE

Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Haudallaween Freak Fest party,
8 p.m. at 336 E. William St.
(between Seventh and Eighth
streets). For more information, call
Jonathon Mizrahi at 286-6669.

Sunday
Catholic Campu Ministry
Sunday Eucharistic Liturgy and
Dinner, 6 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S. 10th St.
Mass, 8 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Chapel. For more information,
call Father Charlie at 938-1610.
San Jose Chamber Music Society
Chilingirian String Quartet in
concert, 7 p.m. with pre -concert talk
at 6:30 p.m. at Le Petit Trianon
Concert Hall, 72 North Fifth St.
Student tickets are $10. For more
information, call SJCMS voice mail
at 286-5111.
San Jose State University International House
Pancake Breakfast Fall 2000,
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at 360 S. Ilth
St. (between San Salvador and San
Carlos). For more information, call
Filar Dixon at 924-6570.

Monday
Catholic Campun Ministry
Daily Mass, 12 10 p.m. to 12:35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.
Paky Club
First meeting, 1 p.m. in the Student Union. Council Chambers.
Come join the Paky Club from the
ground up. All Pakies, Middle Easterners and Indians invited. For
more information, call Farhan Latif
at 420-9044 or e-mail WestSide2016(isyahoo.com
Campus Crusade For Chriat
Monday morning prayer, 9:30
a.m. at the Student Union Ampitheater. For more information, visit
www.sjsucrusade.com.
Sparta Guide se provided free of charge to
students. faculty and staff member. The dead
lane for entries is noon. three working days
before the desired publication date Entry forms
are available in the Spartan Daily Office Sm.
rrrrr otions may require editing of mahatmas.
Entries are printed in the order in which they
are received

David Sedaris
NPR commentator,
Obie Award Winner
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We’re In Your
Neighborhood...

Author of
4

AND READY TO WORK FOR YOU1

Please stop by or call
USE’s San Jose Branch
to experience our
premier member service!
USE Credit Union - San Jose
1570 West San Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 271-8945
Mon -Thurs
Friday

9:00am - 5:00pm
9:00am - 6:00pm

Membership Is open
to everyone who lives or works
In Santa Clara County!
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Naked,
Me Talk Pretty One Day,
Harrel Fever

A Conversation with
David Sedaris
Spartan Memorial
luesday, October 31, 2000
4:00 PM
Admission: FREE

Cento:for

Literary

A Reading with
DaVid Sedaris

Arts

Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tuesday, October 31, 2000
7:30 PM
Admission: FREE

2000-200 1

Book Signing
To follow both public events

Books by David Sedaris
Available at Spartan Bookstore.

MAJOR
AUTHOR
SERIES

(San 69’ose c5/a/e qinkeridy
The proptritrtin of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in part by
funding powided by the patrons of the College of Humanities and the Arts al San
JOIN. State Utuversity. and by grants from the San Jose Arts Commission. the
Arts Council of Silicon Valley and the California Arta Council.
This event is wheelchair accessible If you need a sigh.language interpreter.
please call 408 924.4304.
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Limp Bizkit still going
strong with new album
By Laura Buckingham
SPECIAL TO THE DAILY
If one can get past the name,
"Chocolate Starfish and the Hot
Dog Flavored Water," the latest
offering from rock/rap quintet
Limp Bizkit is a pleasant surprise.

REVIEW
Chock-full of brash metal and
hip-hop-laced beats, Limp Bizkit
furthers its journey into the
interesting world that is quickly
becoming its own genre: the
hybrid of rock and rap.
Historically, the two music
styles have been equally controversial, misunderstood and, most
importantly, have seen blind
devotion from hordes of young
and faceless individuals.
Limp Bizkit’s ingenious combination of the two categories finally gives a face to the legion of followers, who are predominantly
white teen-agers fed up with
their middle class upbringings.
The first single off "Chocolate
Starfish..." is MTV-friendly "Rolllin’." It is presented in two convenient versions.
There is "Rollin’ (Air Raid
Vehicle)" for all the rockers, and
"Rollin’ (Urban Assault Vehicle),"
the Swiss Beatz-produced version, complete with help from rap
heavyweights DMX, Method Man
and Red Man.
Clearly the standout single
from the new album, "Rollin’"
practically forces itself into a car’s
compact disc player begging to be
the next cruising anthem.
Both versions are hard and in
your face but are about as threatening as the accompanying choreography from the "Rollin"’ video.
Track No. 2, "Hot Dog," is the
album’s only reference to its
weird title. What may as well be
called the "F***ed Up" song dile
to Durst’s excessive land I do
mean excessive) usage of the
expletive, "Hot Dog" is biting and
angry - just the stuff that pimply
white kids from the ’burbs will eat
up.
However, for those who are not
eager to rebel against parents
through a boom box, "Hot Dog"
will simply serve as another blatant attempt by Durst to offend.
Maintaining consistency, the
song "My Generation" is catchy.
While it is not as radio and videofriendly as "Rollin-, it has definite
potential to become a hit.
In the song, Durst denounces
critics, naysayers and pretty
much anyone who has, or ever
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socrates.berkeley.edu/
-annaleen/Winchester_
Silicon.html
It’s in your backyard.
OK, more or less it is in the
general vicinity of school.
The Winchester Mystery
House, located in west San Jose,
has always been the true ghost
house of Silicon Valley.
This site outlines a brief history of the house and the ghosts
that have haunted it. It gives a

o
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www.ghosts.org/faq/faq.
html

brief account of how the Winchester Mystery House has
grown and changed with the valley.
It doesn’t get any closer to
home than that.

www.connexions.co.uk/
culture/html/ghosts.htm
These stories are rumored to
be direct from the British Isles,
complete with spine-tingling
tales.
There are some stories that
date back from the late 1600s.
These stories are more interesting to someone who has traveled to this area of the world.
But it is interesting to make
the imaginary journey to the
haunted section of North Cornwall where misty shapes drifting on the horizon could be considered a daily occurrence.

This is equivalent to the
ghosts for dummies Web site.
Do you know what a Quija
board is?
Do you know what ghosts
exist?
Well, call this one-stop shopping.
It is a cross between a how-to
site, a story site and a miscellaneous ghost site.
There are no graphics, which
makes the upload simpler from
the users perspective.
There also is a list of haunted
universities, so logon to see if
San Jose State University is
listed.

www.werewolfpage.com

tures that are covered from head
to foot in hair.
There seems to be various
myths surrounding the life of
lycanthropes.
But the most interesting is
how to become one.
There are suggestions of eating a brain of a wolf and tasting
human flesh.
This is all deeper than
Michael J. Fox dancing around
in "Teen Wolf"
This is serious business, especially if you were born on Christmas Eve ... but you’ll have to
visit the page to find out why.
Clarissa Aljentera is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff writer
‘Webgurl" can be reached at
webgurl@oneboft.
"Webgurr appears on the s nd
and fourth Thursdays of each
month.

They are more than just crea-

Europe
sale!

photos2.ghostweb.com/
tales.html
It won’t knock your socks off
or make you laugh.
These stories are a collection
of thoughts and experiences
from random people who have
decided that their story is worthy enough to post.
It is difficult to say which
ones are authentic and which
are tall tales, but give it a look
for entertainment value.

Purchase Between
October 24 - 28
All Major European Destinations
London Milan Paris Amsterdam Dublin Frankfurt Brussels
Lisbon Madrid Rome Glasgow Manchester Birmingham
Dusseldorf Shannon Zurich Tel Aviv Barcelona Malaga
Santiago de Compostella Alicante Bilbao Palma de Maiorca
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Log on to ehow.com and pick
up some story telling skills.
This Web site has directions
,in how to tell a ghost story.
Details as simple as gathering friends together and bringing a flashlight are outlined.
For novice story tellers,
ehow.com should be the first
stop to terror.
The frightful chills and
sweaty palms can only be
induced if a story is told in a
room engulfed in darkness and
with a dimly lit flashlight illuminating the storyteller’s face the details are outlined on this
site.
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You may be surprised to find
you’ve had a similar experience.
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Don’t be frightened - it
Bo.,
isn’t Oct. 31 just yet. Halloween isn’t my favorite
holiday because I can never get
off work in time to scare other
ghouls and ghosts, but the festivities and candy are always a
worthwhile treat.
I don’t like haunted houses
nor do I like black and orange.
But I do enjoy a good scary
story - the kind of story that
makes the hair on the back of
your neck stand up and provide
a bit of paranoia whenever a full
moon is set upon us.
Take a second or two and
click on to some haunts - but be
careful it could be more than
you asked for.

need t-shirts?
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Log on for spine-tingling tales

will, dis’ "his generation."
Limp Bizkit enlists Xzibit on
"Getcha Groove On," for an innovative and attractive sound that
pacics as powerful a punch as
Durst’s collaboration with Method
Man on last year’s "N2Gether
Now."
Showcasing the guitar skills of
Wes Borland (the guy with the
scary black contact lenses), ’Take
a Look Around" is strong and
effective with its adaptation of the
"Mission Impossible" theme.
Despite the song’s cinematic influence, it loses momentum just as
soon as Durst starts to sing.
Durst’s voice sounds awkward
and mismatched with Borland’s
strong performance.
"Livin’ it Up" provides Durst
with the platform to refer and pay
homage to his rock star image,
even dedicating the song to his
friend Ben Stiller. A bit reminiscent of "Break Stuff- from Limp
Bizkit’s 1999 album "Significant
Other," "Livin’ It Up" is slow and
successful in its attempts to lure
listeners into the crazy world of
Limp Bizkit.
If the beginning of track No.
13, "Hold On," sounds strangely
familiar, it is probably because it
is similar to the beginning of Van
Halen’s "Feelin’." The similarities
end there though, as "Hold On"
goes in an entirely different direction, with the help of Stone Temple Pilots’ frontman Scott Weiland. Along with Durst, Weiland
penned the track as well as produced it, making it a sure triumph.
One of the album’s success stories, "Hold On" is slight in its
approach and is probably as soft
as one will ever hear Limp Bizkit
get.
Ironically, the best thing about
"Chocolate Starfish..." has nothing to do with music.
Stay tuned past the "Outro,"
and one will hear a hilarious,
good-natured ribbirig of Limp
Bizkit by Ben Stiller. That in
itself was worth my 17 bucks.
As ubiquitous as the red baseball cap on Fred Durst’s head, so
are his references to his critics.
"Chocolate Starfish..." is a
clear backlash to those who doubt
Limp Bizkit’s artistic integrity.
"Significant Other" was Limp
Bizkit’s breakthrough album, and
while it is less honest and a bit
more egotistical, "Chocolate
Starfish..." is a musical step up
that will not disappoint.
Whether one enjoys their
music, one has to at least respect
Limp Bizicit for giving listeners a
new sound to be excited about.
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Great Locatiow Throughout the South Bay!
CDI/CDC Is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We offer Full Time & Part Time
employees competitive wages and excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, PAID Vacation/Sick/Holiday/Trainings
Long Term Disability, Child Care Discount, 40IK and MUCH MORE!
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Sequel to ’Blair Witch Project’ goes Hollyvvood
with more spooks, high-tech haunts
By Emily B. Zurich
DAILY SIAFF WRI II R
The witch is back, and this
time, she’s more high-tech than
ever.
The sequel to last year’s
"Blair Witch Project," "Book of
Shadows: Blair Witch 2," hits
theaters Friday and promises to
give moviegoers a more polished
horror experience than the original.

--

REVIEW
Those who saw the first film
emember shaky camerawork
nd gritty footage that may have
made it difficult to watch.
Couple that with large screens
and stomachs full of greasy
snacks, and some people may
have felt nauseated.
Thankfully, the sequel is not
shown from a first-person point
of view.
As soon as the movie begins,
it’s clear this is not a continuation of the first movie’s format.
For example, the movie opens
with music and sweeping shots
of the Maryland woods.
The story then starts as a "fictionalized re-enactment" of
events that happened after the
release of the first movie.
This is where "Blair Witch 2"
will be difficult to follow for those
who have not seen the first film.
The intricate and elaborate
story line of the first movie
caused some people to believe
that the legend of the Blair Witch
was true.
"Blair Witch 2" plays up to
this phenomenon, showing fake
news footage of copycat killers
and people traumatized by the
first movie.
Then it shows residents of
Burkittsville, Md., the town near
where the first movie was set,
complaining that their town has
been overrun with Blair Witch
hunters.
The goal is to make the viewer
believe the first movie was so
convincing it caused all sorts of
mayhem that wasn’t nationally
reported.
Although it’s not exactly convincing, it’s entertaining and
serves to help the viewer
become immersed in the Blair
Witch phenomenon.
The movie then becomes a
third-person perspective, which
is a relief to those who feared a
continuation of the first movie’s
fake documentary silliness.
The news footage segues into

showing a tour group about to
enter
the
woods
near
Burkittsville.
It’s led by a tormented recluse
named Jeff, who also sells Blair
Witch souvenirs on the Internet
out of his warehouse in the
woods.
While touring the woods, Jeff
and his group run into a bunch
of foreigners who have been
conned into believing that the
Blair Witch legend of the first
movie is true.
There’s a healthy amount of
comedy in this movie, and the
writers often poke fun at the
original cast.
A few of the characters, all
played by believable actors, are
based on exaggerated stereotypes and bring a few laughs to
the mix.
An overzealous sheriff’ chases
Jeffrey and his group into the
woods and will stop at nothing to
blame them for every crime the
audience knows was perpetrated
by the Blair Witch herself
In the tradition of the first
film, the main actors in this
movie are in their early or mid20s and have the same first
names as the characters they
portray.
The other people on the tour
include a Wiccan hippie-type
woman who thinks the movie
gave witches a bad name, a couple writing a book about the
Blair Witch phenomenon and a
sarcastic Goth chick who
thought the movie was "cool."
Predictably, weird things start
to happen as soon as the group
starts to party in the woods their
first night camping out.
They awake to find all of their
camera equipment ruined and
notes destroyed.
The themes of the first movie
resurface, with camera footage
found buried and people mysteriously disappearing.
The difference between this
and the first movie is that the
special effects make the witch’s
trickery more sophisticated.
Furthermore, there’s a sufficient amount of gore and violence to please the fans of more
traditional horror films.
The movie pays homage to
"The Exorcist" with a possessionstyle twist at the end.
It’s interesting and clever, but
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BOOK OF SHADOWS:
BLAIR WITCH 2
CAST: Jeffrey. Donovan, Tristen
Skyler, Stephen Barker Turner,
Erica Leerhsen. Kim Director
RATING: R
IN THEATERS: Friday, Oct. 27
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Students I.D.

Leam more in a casual informational session on Energy.
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Project" should be pleasantly
surprised by the sequel’s ability
to continue the colorful story line
and provide a realistic horror
experience.

III Engineers (All fields)
? Computer Science
Business Majors
Accountants
Management Information Systems Majors

All Major
European
Destinations

SECURITY
STAFF

nutisfying.
Some moviegoers may be disappointed that this movie is not
quite as suspenseful as the original.
It leaves less to the imagination, which translates to "Blair
Witch 2" being less frightening.
Some moviegoers may prefer
this to the original because it follows a more familiar format.
Others may feel the movie is
less realistic and too polished,
with too many special effects.
Those who haven’t seen the
first film will more than likely be
bored and find it hard to follow.
But the many people who did
see and enjoy "The Blair Witch
i0L

Treat
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Above, Jeff Bono% an as Jeff Patterson in "Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2."
Left, Donovan and Erica Geerson (Erica Leerhsen) come
across buried footage during a tour of the Blair Witch
woods.
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CANCER: Speaker says it is never too
early for women to worry about disease
continued from Page I

Jill Toyoshiba Daily Stall

San Jose resident Alicia Carvajal, in the street, talks to the five
other protestors opposed to Israeli aggression against Palestinian
civilians. The demonstration took place at Plaza de Cesar Chavez,

on Market and Park streets. Organizer Donna Wallach said she
plans to hold demonstrations each Wednesday evening for several
weeks.

PROTEST: Activists say they plan to return to park as often as possible
continued from

Page 1

families have been there for hundreds of years.
They carry resident cards."
Wallach said it finally became apparent to
her during the time Prime Minister Netanyahu
was in office that the Israelis were unwilling to
compromise with the Palestinians. She
returned to the United States in 1997.
"As an Israeli citizen, I represented everything I abhorred," Wallach said. "My Jewishness, my American Jewish privilege, gave me
all kinds of rights Palestinians didn’t have. I
felt hypocritical."
Two of the other demonstrators, Sana
Makhoul and Fadi Saba, had come from Palestine and are now U.S. citizens.
"I just want them (the Israelis) to stop killing
Palestinians and end the occupation now,"
Makhoul said.

Saba said he believed the Israeli occupation
was in violation of a United Nations Security
Council resolution.
"I come here as an American taxpayer," Saba
said. "I’m paying for the slaughter of Palestinian civilians, who are rising up to liberate
themselves from the Israeli occupation because
Israel will not follow the U.N. Security Council
resolution 242, which states that Israel must
withdraw from territories not occupied before
the 1967 war, such as the Gaza Strip and the
West Bank, which includes east Jerusalem.
"If Israel had done so, there would not be
these clashes," he said.
The three other demonstrators were Alicia
Carvajal, who emigrated from Chile, Mihneh
Marinescu, who came from Romania, and
Katherine Silva, who is native to the United
States and was a student at San Jose City College until this fall.

"I just want them (the
Israelis) to stop killing
Palestinians and end the
occupation now."
Sane Makhoul,
demonstrator
Carvajal and Marinescu are both now American citizens.
Wallach said she planned to return to the
park every Wednesday no matter how few
demonstrators showed up.
"My plan is to come out here as often as possible," Wallach said.

DEBATE: Event organizers happy with speakers, results of legislative debate
441IPtiAlifd from.PAge
’Through personal experience, I attended both
private and public. And private schools are
more for the middle and higher class."
Saucedo said she saw fliers for the event on
campus and decided to attend to get informed.
"This is a good event Associated Students put
on for us," Saucedo said. "As college students we
don’t have the time to watch or read news."
Anthony Drummond, director of faculty
affairs for Associated Students, debated in
favor of Measure A, and Andy Chow, director of
Peninsula Rail 2000, took the opposing side.
Peninsula Rail 2000 is an all -volunteer tran-

ait consumg group.
Chow said that Measure A will not provide
the traffic relief Bay Area commuters are looking for within the next three to five years.
He said Measure A is "not the way to go"
because the tax will not be implemented until
2006, not soon enough to make a difference.
Drummond, who works at the Valley Transit
Authority, said Measure A will provide traffic
relief because of BART’s plan to cover a greater
portion of the Bay Area.
According to Drummond, the VTA plans to be
in complete control of the BART system by the
year 2020.
Chow said there are many local plans that

Lighting a Tire’

may answer mass transit problems sooner than
Measure A would.
By the second debate the audience was
sparse, but Cases said he was happy with the
turnout.
"The speakers were awesome," Cases said.
"They were professional and educated on the
issue. I was extremely impressed by the students."
Cases said ultimately there were no winners
or losers at the debate, only better informed
students.
"That’s who really wins the students,"
Cases said. "They’re the ones that get these initiatives passed or not."

ECONOMICS: Discussion helps
students get familiar with propositions
continued from Page 1
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Laura Ciccarello, a student assistant, works in a raised
"bucket" to set up lights for the upcoming performance of
"Love’s Fire." modem interpretations of six Shakespearean
sonnets. The performance is scheduled to be held in late
November and early December in the University Theatre.
located in Hugh Gillis Hall.

of government will want to label
something a tax," Gonzalez said.
"Those who want to expand its
power would label it a fee."
Means tried to explain the
proposition further and said
that it was a complicated issue.
A "yes" vote on Proposition 37
means that government actions
to establish regulatory charges
would require approval by a
greater number of legislators or
local voters.
A "no" vote means that the
current laws and requirements
would remain the same.
Proposition 39 was the last of
the three propositions up for
discussion.
The proposition authorizes a
bond for repair and construction
of school facilities if it is
approved by 55 percent of the
local vote.
Since 1986, with the passing
of Proposition 13, a two-thirds
majority vote has been needed
to pass school bonds.
Propoaition 39 supporters
want to decrease this approval
requirement.
Gonzalez said he thinks this
proposition will pass.
Jaspal Rattu, a junior majoring in biology said he is thinking of voting "yes" on Proposition 39, but he said he hopes
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that improvement in schools
will take place quickly.
Rattu said he came to the discussion mainly because his Economics 1B instructor was offering extra credit.
"Before I went, I thought this
would be a debate, but both of
them seemed to be on the same
side," Rattu said.
However, he said the discussion helped him learn about the
propositions, which he had not
been familiar with prior to the
discussion.
Means said that one of his
goals was to inform the audience about these propositions.
"I did this because people
don’t hear about any propositions except the popular ones,"
Means said. "I wanted to present the economic implications of
them."
Log on:
http://vote2000.ss.ca.gov
inromirmilootiom
Means and Gonzalez said
they hope to see SJSU students
take economic courses to learn
how economists analyze these
issues.
For more information on
propositions 35, 37 and 39, and
others, visit the California Secretary of State Web site at
bttp://vote2000.ss ca gov.
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though the turnout was less than
what she had expected, she wasn’t
disappointed.
"Our purpose wasn’t really
turnout so much," Fraser said. "I
think the people who were here got
a really good lesson, and they’re
going to go out and, hopefully, tell
other members of their sorority
and talk to other people that they
know."
O’Neil said that in her 13 years
as a volunteer for the American
Cancer Society, she has heard concerns from many women who say
they aren’t sure what they’re feeling is normal or not.
"I’m a 17-year breast cancer survivor, and I can tell you that the
lump feels different," O’Neil said.
While mammograms are an
important part of early detection,
O’Neil said women shouldn’t rely
on their yearly doctor’s appointment for early detection.
"Doing a breast self-exam is
very important because we’re the
only ones that know our bodies,"
O’Neil said. "You can go to a doct,or
and be examined once a year, but
he’s not going to remember that
you have a little lump in here or a
little something there."
O’Neil began by showing a short
video illustrating the proper technique for breast self-examination.
Following the video, O’Neil
passed around a gel-like model of a
breast with five simulated lumps
hidden inside.
Some of the women were surprised that they couldn’t easily
find all of the lumps.
Roopa Ramamoorthi, a parttime chemical engineering faculty
member, raised her hand to tell
O’Neil she could only find two.
Other women in attendance
nodded in agreement.
Their expressions turned to surprise when O’Neil coached
Ramamoorthi to press harder on
the breast to find the largest lump
in the center.
One of the mistakes women
make in self-exams is pressing
very lightly, O’Neil said.
Ramamoorthi said she was
prompted to attend the event

"I’m a 17-year
breast cancer
survivor, and I
can tell you that
the lump feels
different"
- Donna O’Neil,
American Cancer Society
beeause she knew two women who
were affected by breast cancer, one
of whom was diagnosed at age 26.
Ramamoorthi said she left the
event better informed about breast
self-examination.
"I knew about breast self-exam,
but the details and specifics about
when to do it and how to do it properly was something I didn’t know,"
Ramamoorthi said.
The ideal time to conduct a
breast self-exam is a week a
menstruation, O’Neil said.
Women who have gone throug
menopause should self-exam at
the same time each month, O’Neil
added.
Many women isolate their selfexams to the immediate breast
area, which is a common mistake,
O’Neil said.
It is important to also feel for
lumps above the breast on the
chest and along the sides because
these are the most common places
for breast cancer to start, O’Neil
said.
It’s never too early to start self
breast examination, O’Neil told
the women.
And should there be something
that doesn’t feel normal, O’Neil
said, "Go to the doctor and say, ’I
have found this.’ And don’t let him
say, ‘Oh, you’re too young. Don’t
worry about it.’ Follow through.
Peace of mind is the key here."
As a woman, being educated
about breast cancer is a responsibility, O’Neil said.
"It’s very important, I feel, to be
educated," O’Neil told the group of
college students. "But as a woman,
be educated in health issues, too."

American Heart
Association.
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ROSSWORD
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

ACROSS

Lively dances
Brown pigment
Dull
Arm bone
Not a soul
Volcanic flow
Down in the
dumps
18 Unenthusiastic
reaction
20 Pure air
22 Spnng
23 Pack rats
25 Disencumbers
26 Dwindled
27 Peach center
28 Sea eagle
32 Salon concern
33 Say "Cheese!"
35 Canbou or elk
36 Psyche parts
37 Fiesta shout
38 Volvo. e g.
39 Great Barrier ,
Australia
41 Channel
markers
43 Engage
44 Novelist Ferber
45 Toronto’s prov
46 Cited
48 Voucher
50 Occupied
oneself
51 Beset
54 Assumed name
55 Fortune hunter
57 Cafeteria item
61 "Garfield"
pooch
62 Hospital worker
63 Governess
Jane
64 Wanders about
65 Tiny bugs
66 Ouick and
skillful

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOOD MOW MOHO
OMOMO DOOR MOO
MOHO MNOM HOOM
MAMMON GOMM
DORN MONOROR
000 MONO MOM
NOM MOO MORMON
=DO
MON
OOON
=MHO 00610 MOM
HMO HMO MOO
MOONMUM MONO
@MOHO 0000MOHNH
MOO MORO MOON
MOON MECO ROMP
OMNO DOM &MOM
0,999OulecIFeatureSynchude

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
23
24
25

Ewer
Sick
Wildebeest
Russian teapot
Opens
champagne
Jupiter’s
satellites
Tree trunk
Goal
Lull
Hung loosely
and fully
Suburbanite’s
pnde
"With" in Pans
Rabbit’s cousin
Coal scuttle
Kind of
meditation
Out of the sun
Onginated
Life of : easy
street

26 English county
27 American
employee
29 Enumerate
30 Got closer
31 Miscalculated
34
Pleasant.
Mich.
40 Fronts
41 Simmering
42 Escorts
43 Lifted up
47 Newspaper "
Today"
49 Concealed
50 Revered
51 Eager
52 Soft drink
53 Coasted
54 Tai Mahal site
56 Six-shooter
56 Ham on
59 Sandy’s
comment
60 Up till now
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FAX: 4(18-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
DATA ENTRY Part or Full Time
Call Jennifer XV 650-237-8462.
Located in Mt. View. Flexible
Hours. Computer Literate.
RESTAURANT / Special Events
Fun Wort( & Flexible Schedule
Wait Staff
Culinary Staff
Bar Staff
The Party Staff - 408-292-1155
IMMEDIATE OPENING! SJ area,
startup-garage. Full time office
related work. Call 408-227-5376.
RECEPT/TECH SJ VET HOSP.
FT Call (408) 246-1470 or
licor(408) 246-1831.

TrititSDAV,

WORK STUDY JOBStlft
Alliance for Community Care, a
leading non-protit provider of
mental health services in Santa
Clara County, is currently hiring
for various positions in the area
of Social Services. If you have a
desire to help others achieve
their fullest potential & you have
Federal Work Study Autionzation
through the Finanaal Aide Office,
Apply NOW,
Mental Health Aides
Office Assistants
IT Assistants
Public Relations Assistant
San Jose, Sunnyvale &
Palo Alto Locations!
"Must have Federal Work
Study Authorization through the
Financial Aide Office pnor to
interviewing*"
Call Nancy: 408-254-6820 x211
EOE
ACUFACTS SECURITY Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T.
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Josie at 408-286-5880.
www.acufacts.com

RETAIL SALES,
BRIGHT STUDENT NEEDED
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
for part-time accounting work
& ASSISTANT MANAGERS
ASAP. Tuesdays & Thursdays,
Renowned coffee roaster has
3 to 5pm. 408-261-1323.
openings for retail sales people
shift
supervisors and assistant
SEEKING HOME-HEALTH AID
for MS patient. Room, Board, managers. We offer: competitive
pay,
bonuses and discounts;
Salary and flexible schedule.
Applicants please e-mail contact medical/dental (including prescription,
vision & chiropractic):
info to: jgib@mediacity.com, or
domestic partner coverage:
call Jeff at 408-370-7195.
commuter checks; 401(k) with
SUPERIOR
TECHNICAL 15% match; and a flexible work
RESOURCES
Exciting schedule. Apply at 1330 El
Opportunity fa currently enrolled Paseo or 1140 Lincoln Avenue.
students or graduates of a Suite C in San Jose or 798-1
Technical Writing Certification Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos.
Program. One of our large We encourage applications
hi-tech manufacturing clients is from people of all ages, races &
offering the opportunity for qual- ethnic backgrounds. For more
ified candidates to gain experi- information, please visit our
ence in the exciting and reward- website: www.peets.com, or
ing field of technical writing. email: jobs@peets.com.
PEET’S COFFEE 8 TEA
Requirements: Knowledge of
FrameMaker, Technical Writing
NURSE:
Certificate. Pay Rate: $30 to $41
per hour DOE. Please forward GREAT P/T or F/T Opportunity
CNAS
up
to
$15. LVNS up to $26.
all resumes to 408-570-0747 or
RN’s up to $35. Bonus & Benefits
str.sanjose@superior-sdc.com
408-283-9144 for
Immediate Interview
KT GRAPHICS OPERATOR
eAvw.powerpersonnel.com
TAP Plastics seeks a selfmotivated person to make
OFFICE ASSISTANT
signs for customers in our San
office, phones. light
Jose Store. This PT position Small
(24-30 hrs/wk) will use a com- computer. reservations, good
phone
skills, flexible hours.
puter to make vinyl signs. Prior
(408) 292-7876
experience is a plus. Training
provided. Flexible schedule. GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Benefits. Apply in person: TAP help
needed for small exclusive
Plastics, 1212 The Alameda, shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
San Jose. 408-292-8685.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
db physical work. Prefer exp
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
working w/ dogs, but will train.
PART-TIME HELP
Your intelligence is much more Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
important than your expenence.
Ideal tor students. 15-20 hours Call 371-9115.
per week. Flexible hours during
FUN EXCITING WORK!
finals & breaks. Scheduling
Flexible Hours - Great Pay
changes to fit new semester
Full Training, FT & PT Avail
Call 408-292-5400 or apply 1830 Call Ryan Huffman 408-313-3354
The Alameda, San Jose. M-F, 8-4.
SECURITY
GANG PREVENTION after school
Flexible WorkSchedule
at -risk girls program coord We train Student Friendly sites
PT, 8 - 25 hours/wk ANEOE ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Call 408-287-4170 ext 251 or
408-247-4827
fax resume 408-287-8025 Aftn
W Smith
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
PART-TIME STOCK/CLEAN-UP flexible hours (5-30 hoursAveek)
TAP Plastics is looking for Internships possible
someone who wants to work All majors may apply
2-3 hours per day, flexible Scholarships awarded annually
schedule, stocking shelves and Some conditions apply
cleaning the store. This ts a Start at 15.00 BASE appt.
great job to fit around a school Eam $75 - $450 per week
schedule, Please apply in Gain valuable experience in
person at TAP Plastics, 1008
customer service & sales
Blossom Hill Rd. (near the light No experience necessary
rail tracks) 408-265-6400.
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Academic Advisory Board
Up to $600/month
CALL
615-1500 11am 4pm
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old ’weAv.workforstudents.corn/sisu’
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M -F. 8-4 30
- BE AN ANGEL
liFMEN
E AN EGG DONOR
amily Fertility Center
is seeking bright. responsible,
non-smoking women ages 21-30
with good medical history
Generous compensation
1-800-939-6886
$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses F/T, Pa. Make
$800.- weekly. guaranteed!
Free supplies For details.
send 1 stamp to. N-28, PMB
552, 12021 Wilshire Bt.
Los Angeles. CA 90025
WOMEN Of All Races Needed
BE AN EGG DONOR! $4000.
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
is seekin9 bright. responsible.
non-smoking women ages 21.
30 with good medical history.
1-800-734-2015 or
www.SFIertlity.com
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 202-452-5901
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchan d I so

S SIFI

C

AMERICAN BILLIARDS in
San Jose $12415 per hour
Very flexible hours Weekdays
and weekend help needed Ask
for Mickey at 408-265-2215

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
The Newspaper of Silicon Valley
CARRIERS NEEDED
As Independent Contractors
providing home or bulk delivery
of the San Jose Mercury News.
We offer a $200 signing BONUS
& potential income of $1,000 to
$1,400 per month. Hours are
between 2:30a.m. and 5:30a.m.
Must be 18 yrs or older.
For information about HOME
delivery, please call 408-920-5554
or e-mail mmiller@simercurycom
Requirements include:
A reliable car
Valid Califomia driver’s license
Current auto insurance
For information about BULK
delivery to businesses & news
racks. please call 408-567-1171.
Requirements include:
A reliable van, pick-up or wagon
Valid California driver’s license
Current auto insurance

RECEPTIONIST
for upscale Saratoga Spa
Heavy phones. scheduling, some
retail. Exceptional customer service skills required. Competitive
pay, benefits and 50% spa
discount.
Flexible schedule
PT/FT. Also hiring for licensed
Manicurist and Esthetician.
Harmonie European Day Spa.
Fax 408-741-4901
Sara 408-868-0149
www.eharmonie com
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR - We
are looking for students to teach
driving full/part time. Will train.
Must be 21. $11.00Mr to start.
RECEPTIONIST, part time mornings, weekends. Call 3634182.

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Valet parking attendants needed. Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Santa Clara to San Mateo
Local valet company in search
Phone: (650) 325-1133
of enthusiastic and hardworking
Fax: (650) 325-3639
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays 8 www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
weekends available. We will
work around school schedule. PT SHIPPING / RECEIVING
Lots of fun & earn $8 - $15/hr. clerk. Music, videos, DVD
etailer located in Sunnyvale.
Call (408) 867-7275.
Flex hrs. Call Alicia 985-7703.
WACKENHUT
The Wackenhut Corporation, an
international leader in the contract security industry, is currently interviewing applicants
for the following positions’
THERAPIST TUTOR to work pt
’Account Managers
afternoons w/ developmentally
’Armed/Unarmed Security
delalyed children in their homes.
Officers Emergency
Medical Technicians $12.87 BA pref’d, but not required in
Child Dev., Psych., or Special Ed.
(Military/Criminal Justice
Background - $500 to $1000 Recommend experience with
children. Must have reliable
Hiring Bonus)
All applicants must be a high trans. 40-60 hrs. paid training,
school graduate or have a GED. $11-$17 thereafter. Ph: (408)
280-1112. Fax: (408) 280-1113.
Guard Card a Plus.
Excellent pays, starting range
STUDENTS NEEDED to work
$11.00 - $17.00.
Full benefits on F/T positions. with our three and a half year
Apply in person or fax resume to: old autistic child. We have an
The Wackenhut Corporation intensive home program based
on applied behavior analysis
1654 Centre Pointe Dr.
and the skillful use of positive
Milpitas, CA 95035
reinforcement.
Professional
(408) 263-8213
Training will be provided.
Fax (408) 263-8216
Academic credit may be availEqual Opportunity Employer
able. Flex hours: Mornings.
M/F/DN caveat
Afternoons, Eves or Weekends
LEARN PLASTICS AND (approx 10 hours per week)
COMPOSITES - TAP Plastics Located in San Jose, close to
is looking for enthusiastic full Evergreen Community College.
and part time people to sell our Please call Maniu 408-270-4219.
products and work in the shop
BEHAVIORAL TUTOR
building projects for customers.
TAP will teach you the world of Free Professional Training!
Enthusiastic
student needed to
plastics and composites. You
just need to provide enthusiasm work with 2 year old language
delayed
little
boy. Academic
and an eagerness to team. Prior
experience is not required. but credit may be available. Flexible
hours,
located
in Willow Glen.
any shop tool experience is
a plus. We provide benefits, Starting salary: $12/hr. Please
266-6304.
advancement
opportunities. contact Tara
competitive pay & a great work
SPECIAL AID / TUTOR
environment. Apply in person at
one of our two San Jose stores: Kindergarten one-on-one with
1008 Blossom Hill Rd., or 1212 wonderful 5 yr old bo . 20 hrs a
wee
ay neg
- 6 3
The Alameda.

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ
area. Clerical. Technical, Full
Time. Call Minh 408-942-8866 or
email resumesehrproomtine.com
CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for
Servers. Bussers, Runners
*Hosts & Bartenders
Applications accepted betvdeen
2pm-4pm. Valley Fair Mall.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
a non-profit agency which offers
a vanety of quality services for
individuals who have developmental disabilities. has P/T &
F/T employment opportunities
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent.
or assisting someone during the
week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping ($10/hr)
call Debbie at 408/282-0493
If you would like information
about the FT. benefided positions of job coach and instructor
GREAT J013, fast moving,
(day activity or work activity) FUNI Customer Service posior PT substitute positions in
tions available to fit your
various programs ($9/hr) call schedule at our beautiful, bouValerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
tique style hotel with 235 eleWe have flexibility to work
gant guest rooms. Just ten
around a student schedule for
mins north of SJSU. Please
the PT work & are located close
call The Beverly Heritage
to SJSU FT positions come
Hotel, 408/943-9080 or FAX
with excellent benefits This is a
your resume to Eduardo
good opportunity to get practical
Alcocer, Human Flesource
experience in the field & work Director. 408/570-5477 Front
with a great group of clients & Desk Agents start at $9.25 plus
staff All majors welcome.
bonus Bellperson/Dnvers start
at $6 75 plus tips Good DMV
DELIVERY DRIVERS
required Pre -employment drug
Party rental business Perfect
test required E 0.E
for students Eam $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
TEACH ENGLISH TO
truck or van Heavy lifting is
CHILDREN IN JAPAN
required 408-292-7876.
Need 25-35 recent grads wiityr
degree to teach Eng. conversaDRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach tion. Native Eng. req’d Flex start
teens & adults Company car & dale Interviews in Pleasanton.
training provided No expenence Nov 4th & 5th Mail resume to
necessary Over 18. HS grad Peppy Kids. 158 26th St . *259
Work when you want. Pay
Santa Monica, CA 90403
negotiable 408-971-0244
Fax 310-278-6889.
Email peppylecleix.netcancom

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS
RECREATION LEADERS
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools
and
get
great
experience WORKING WITH
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
before & after school rec program.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitive pay, benefits
for 30+ hrs, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
Hours flexible around school.’
Call (408) 283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE. or
Rec. (art, music, dance), Phys.
Ed., Human Services, Social
Welfare (nursing psychology,
sociology, home economics)
Elem Ed. Rec, Psych. Soc,
Phys Ed, Nursing. etc.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler, and Preschool Teachers
P/T posibccis
and Aides. Fir
available Substitute positions
are also available that offer flextble hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions
but not required for Aide positions Excellent oppportunity for
Child Development majors.
Please call Cathy for interview
at 244-1968 or fax resume to
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem, or 248-7350.
HS subjects. Earn $15-$20/hr.
Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685.
*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
IDTT Instructors Elem Schools
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work Degree/Credential NOT Required
wi children w/ autism. competi- Opportunity for teaching exp.
tive pay, flex hrs. Psy, Ed, OT. Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields. ext 408. EOEJAAE
Anilee 408-945-2336. mention ad.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA AAONE V
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr. Hi
AND
& Ha AP & Honors geometry,
LOVE CHILDREN??
math, Spanish. etc Mon thru Fn.
TOP PAY!
3pm-8pm $1.000/mo in cash. Immediate perm/temp positions
Call Ms Scott (408) 255-5247. as Teachers or Assistants at
ECE & Atter School Programs,
(408) 287-3222

VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available. Earn $7-$8/hr a tips.
Please call 408-364-0240
BABYSITTER NEEDED, one
Golden Gate Valet
day per week. 10am-3pm. plus
occasional
eves 408-323-1630
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible hours
CHILD
CARE/NANNY
PT & FT
Great for Students,
Local Agency - $14-$18/hour
Serving Downtown San Jose
Best
jobs
for
top
applicants,
Inner City Express
22 W Saint John St San Jose STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
www spnannies corn
EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE
32 year old investment firm
seeking marketing representatives for our call center located
1 block from SJSU. Position
does not require experience
Qualificatons:
Superior communication skills
+Desire to learn &
excel in business
your ad here.
Extremely reliable
Aggressive & Competitive
+Seeking high unlimited income
Starting income potential of
$25450 per hour Full & Part
time shifts available. For
telephone interview please rail
408-295-4810

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for daycare staff
person. part-time 2:30-6.30pm.
working with elementary aged
children 408-723-5140
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hinng
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides PT & FT
with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment, Please call
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29

LIFEGUARDS SWIM
Instructors Needed
We will train
Call YMCA
370-1877x18

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach PRO-CHOICE, Pro-Environment
Department is hiring Youth Republicans! Campaigns, internGroup Leaders & Program Site ships. Call Roger: 749-1897.
Supervisors. PT & FT with
YOUR PERSONALITY
excellent benefits. Flexible & fun
determines your happiness.
environment! Please call Missy
Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
at (408) 370-1877 ext. 14.
for your free personality test.

BUSINESS OPPS

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
HAVE COMPUTER? WORK year. Save 30, - 60/.. For info
ONUNEI Earn $500 to $7000 a
call 1-800-655-3225 or
mo. PT/FT. English Bilingual
WNW. studentdentaLcom or
also needed. Full Training.
www.goldenwestdentatcom
408-882-5007
www.livelifeyoulovecom

SERVICES

WANTED

HEAD GUARD, UT 30+ hours,
needed to lead aquahc staff of
20. Duties include teaching lifeguard classes, scheduling. &
supervision. Expenence as a
lifeguard is required. Near
SJSU. Please call Central YMCA
at 298-1717 x 34 for more info
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, & Aides
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of
Santa Clara Valley is hiring
Center Directors, Assistant
Directors. Teachers. Aides. and
Elementary After-School Recreation Leaders for our Preschool
& Child Care Centers throughout
San Jose. Cupertino, Santa
Clara, Los Gatos. Saratoga.
Campbell, Evergreen. Milprias &
Berryessa Full & Part -Time positions available - hours flexible
around school Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement.
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities Teachers
require minimum 6 units
ECE.
Educ, Rec. Psych, Soc, Phys
Ed &kir other related fields For
more information locations,
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax your resume to 408-351-64T7
Email: YMCA)obt/ scvymca.org
www.senjoseymce.Org
UFEGUARD SWIM Instructors
Fun Environment Fuil-ttme
Parttime. Flexible hours No
experience necessary Close to
SJSU No experience necessary Will train Call Central
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34
NOW HIRING FLEXIBLE HRS
(20-40) Los Gatos Rec Dept
Several Positions Available $8$11/hr Rec leader 354-8700 x234

CAMPUS CLUBS
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS?
I would like to start an org
Contact Josanna 408-924-8118

RECREATION LEADERS
Hiring Bonus Offered?
START, FIND, JOIN, OR
Enjoy working with kids? Join
ADVERTISE YOUR CLUB!
the team at Small World
Right here in the
Schools
and
get
great
Spartan Daily Classitedsl
experience WORKING WITH
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
before & after school rec program.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
INCA GARDENS
offers competitive pay, benefits
for 30+ hrs, excellent training, 15% DISCOUNT WM1 SJSU IDI
Eat
at
Ince Gardens Peruvian
and a fun work environment.
Restaurant. Delicious food,
Hours flexible around school
inexpenstve,
some vegetarian
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW dishes! Near SJSU, 87 E. San
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS! Fernando St (near 3rd) 977-0816.
incagardens hotmail.com
Need some units in ECE, or
Faculty are also welcome!
Rec. (art, music, dance), Phys.
Takeout, Party Trays,
Ed., Human Services, Social
Banquet Facilities available!
Welfare (nursing psychology,
Hours:
Mon. 11:30-3pm:
sociology, home economics)
Tues.-Fn 11:30-3 & 5-9pm:
Elem Ed, Rec, Psych, Soc,
Sat.
1-9pm,
Sun. 1.8pm
Phys Ed, Nursing, etc.

CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader. $11.37 hour starting.
Rewarding job for someone
who enjoys working with youth.
Here’s your opportunity to make
a difference in a child’s life.
Seeking candidates w/leadership, organization and problem
www.sjspirit.org
solving skills to implement excitSpiritual Education &
ing after school programs. Counseling for Young Adults.
Hours are M -F aftemoons and
Sal. mornings. Candidates must
ADDR.COM
have a high school diploma or Leading Web Hosting and Web
equiv. & pass a background
Design Company
check before starting their Immediate Account Activation
work assignment. For more
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
information contact the Hiring
Sales@addr.com
Unit at 979-7826 or download
at
www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/
h um_ res/jobs/rl. htm.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print

PHN: 408-924-3277

BABYSITTER P/T In-Hcme care
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
for infant boy. flex hours, rate neg Spec Ed & Regular Class,
Alameda/Race area 288-6427 $9.53-13 53/hr. Saratoga School
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
TOWN 8 COUNTRY Resources & application. Immediate Need
IS a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to
TEACHERS
be a nanny. We have many CDICDC offers FT, PT & split
types of positions available. shifts with flexible hours.
Part-time or full-time afternoon Positions available working with
positions, $15-$20/hour. 62-3 children in accreditied, child
full days per week, $300-$500/ development program with
week Full-time positions off an excellent environment.
by 5 pm. Up to $3500/month. Qualifications: 6-12 uits in Child
South Bay, Peninsula, & East Dev/ECE (related units accepted),
Bay. NO FEE TO REGISTER!!! experience is welcome. Benefits
Call Town & Country Resources for FT & PT including: Med/Den,
408-558-9900 www.tandcr com paid training, vacation, sick time,
childcare discount, employee
referral program and through
September CDI/CDC is offer,
ing a HIRING BONUS for fully
qualified teachers! $10.50$15.50/hr, salary range depends
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS on experience & education.
At Bright Horizons, we are EOE. Call (408) 371-9900 or
seeking talented and caring our 24 hour job hotline at
child care professionals to join 1-888-9-CDICDC.
our growing network of Family
Centers. FT opportunities with
DAYCARE TEACHERS
Infants, Preschool, School -age K-8 school seeks responsible
& Subs. We offer competitive individuals for extended daysalaries and excellent benefit care, P/T in the afternoon. No
package which includes tuition ECE units required. Previous
reimbursement. Join us in work- experience with children preing with tomorrow’s leaders at ferred. Please call 244-1968 x 16
our state of the art facilities
where children as well as
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
877-336-3596.
www.brighthorizons.com
FUN, HANDS-ON atter-school
Science Program. Looking for
Instructors. PT. flexible hours.
Mad Science - (408)262-5437

Ocrome 26, 2000

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$PA1D$$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (408)793-5256.
SMART PEOPLE WANTED!
To Advertise in the
Spartan Daily Classiffieds,

HEALTH/BEAUTY

WORD PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Term Papers,
Resumes. Gray Projects, etc.
All formats, specializing in APA.
Miaotnini tape transcription.
Fax. Experienced, dependable,
quick retum.Call Linda
408-264-4504.

SHARED HOUSING
MOVE IN TODAYI Furnished
room. Quiet, responsible. N/S
male. Own prkg space Near all
transp $650 a utilities Hamilton
at Bascom. 408-626-8075
ROOM 4 RENT Close to SJSU
Rosegarden area. near Redding
& The Alameda. $700 incl. utils
1/2 bath Mauna 0 248-1585
ROOMS FOR RENT Charming
two story. 7 bdrm 3 bath home
located in east San Jose
foothills Close to bus line *64
College females only DSL line
avail Rent includes utilittes.
phone & cable $600 a rrio only
$1 00 dep Call 408-258-9450

CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
program for Women includes
pregnancy testing, HIV and
STD testing. EMERGENCY
FIND A ROOMMATE
CONTRACEPTION. birth control
in the Spartan Daily
Depo-Provera shots. new
Classifieds,
technology pap smear testing.
physical exams. condoms, etc
Available 7 days a week by
appointment Ask for Dr Nunez
408-942-0980
QUEEN BED, COMFORTER,
Headboard. 2 Night Tables
510-797-6560
www.nunezmd.com
S300 o b.o 408.323-1630

FOR SALE

OLHAUSEN POOL TABLE, 1
inch slate 4 cues w/rake, score
board. pool balls. snooker balls
Looking For A Place To Live? $1000 o b o 408-323-1631
www housing101 net
Your move off campus,
MAKE A UTTLE MONEY Clean out your closet or garage
Sell your stuff in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds,
BEST RATES
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Dnver Refused
Accidents
Cancelled
Software4college.com Tickets
discount software for students.
U I
Save up to 40%.
S.R. filing
Good Student Discount
I MAC - 1 YR OLD
Call us now
o.b.o.
408-244-9100
Jen 406-0760
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

RENTAL HOUSING

INSURANCE

FOR SALE
Electronics

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES (ALL 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between

words.

JUICIJIJUIDF-JaJair---firiaJriaJJJJJLIDJLIUU
[-f-1[-111[Ja-la:1
JLIFJUI[Ji_f_f_f-1
JUULlia-111[-1111 -11-11

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
59
$11
57

r
Five
Days
513

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases S2 for each additional day
FRIMILIFACY DISCOUNTS’
20 . consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25%, off
Local

apply to Sento Clara County advertisers
end SJSU *talents, staff faculty.

First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of S3 per word

Please check
one classification:

Adam"

_Lost and Found’
_Announcements
Pn0,1111
Campus Clubs
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
_For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_Autos For Sale
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209.
_Electronics
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
_Wanted
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on canceled ads
_EMpiOyMOni
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
_ Opportunities
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
On

S

ze cow

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
TUtonng
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost

Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

S PORT’S
Spartans take role as WAC surprise team
8
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The third-place Spartan football team is the surprise of the
Western Athletic Conference this
season.
With a 3-1 WAC record, ’and
the No. 1 offense in a conference
that features the nation’s leading
rusher, LaDanian Tomilson of

Texas Christian University, the
Spartans are rolling.
A year ago it wasn’t San Jose
State University (5-2) who was
shocking conference foes.
It was the University of
Hawai’i who had the rags to riches tag for the season.
The Warriors, who had a 2-22
conference record from 19961998, finished as the 1999 WAC
Champions.

"Hawai’i had their season last
year, making it to a bowl game
and winning the WAC," said
SJSU senior defensive tackle
Bryttn Yeager. "This year that’s
what people
saying
are
about us."
Hawai’i is
currently 1-5
overall
this
season and 1-4
in the conference. But, with
a 62-41 win at
Spartan Stadi- Yeager
um last season, the Spartans are sure to face
a different Warrior team Saturday in Honolulu.
"I can see Hawai’i coming at us
with a little bit of a grudge
because we’re doing well this season," Yeager said. "It’s their
chance to get at us."
Head coach Dave Baldwin is
concerned with the Warriors’
defense, which, like SJSU, has
two players in the top five in tackles in the WAC.

"They have a very good defensive tettin," Baldwin said.
SJSU has won three out of the
last four meetings with the Warriors, including the last two at
Aloha Stadium in Hawaii. The
Spartans lead the overall series
14-8-1.

Going to be a shootout
The Spartan football team’s
49-30 victory against the University of Nevada on Saturday
proved to be the biggest offensive
output of the season for two Western Athletic Conference teams.
San Jose State University put
together its highest scoring game
of the year and had 503 yards of
total offense in the game. Nevada
had nearly 200 yards more than
its season average of 315 yards
per contest.
The scoreboard could light up
again when SJSU arrives in Honolulu on Saturday.
Last year on Nov. 6 in San
Jose, the two teains combined to
score 103 total points. Both quar-

terbacks, Dan Robinson and
Chris Kasteler, threw more
than 350 yards and four touchdowns apiece.
Despite flip-flopping in the
WAC standings this season, the
Warriors can still let it fly with
the conference’s youngest quarterback,
freshman
Timmy
Chang.
He
has led the
Hawai’i passing game to
No. 1 in the
conference in
yards
per
game since he
gained
the
starting position.
Julien
Chang, who
threw 64 touchdown passes as a
senior at St. Louis High School in
Hawai’i, has the ability to hurt
the Spartan secondary on every
play. But, Yeager said he isn’t
worried about the opponents’
passing game.
"They’re a lot like Reno. They
air it out, but they’re one dimen-

sional," Yeager said. "We can’t
allow them to rush for 150 yards.
We have to get after them."

Julien player of the week
Jarmar
tailback
Junior
Julien was named WAC offensive player of the week for his
performance in the victory
against Nevada.
Julien played in only the second and fourth quarters of Saturday’s game, but he rushed for 110
yards on 16 carries and tied a
school record with four touchdowns.
Julien’s scores were needed
when the Spartans had a 28-23
lead with just eight minutes left
in the fourth quarter. He scored
SJSU’s final three touchdowns to
seal the 49-30 victory.

Hawai’i game televise/
The SJSU game against
Hawai’i will be on Bay TV. The
slivaetutredlaeyeast begins at 9:00 p.m.

Cross country gears up for conference tourney
Kellie hittenden
DAILY STAFF WRI
After the Spartan cross country
team placed second at the Santa
Clara Invitational last week,
Jason Blair said expectations are
high going into this weekend’s
Western Athletic Conference
Championships.
"It’s the best season we’ve had
since we started the men’s program up again," Blair said. "We’re
definitely happy about that. We
should place higher in WAC this
season."
The men’s cross-country program was cut along with men’s
track and field, women’s field
hockey and wrestling in 1988 due
to budget constraints.
Coach Augie Argabright shared
Blair’s sentiment, saying the cur-

rent men’s team is the best SJSU
has seen since the program was
reinstated in 1996.
Argabright attributed the
team’s success to seniors Blair and
l’revor Marca.
"Trevor Marca and Jason Blair
have been the real motivators of
this team," Argabright said.
Argabright said he’s keeping
the Spartan’s goals in perspective
as they head to the conference
championships.
"We’ve never beaten a team
from the WAC, and that’s our
goal," Argabright said.
In preparation for the championship meet, to be held Saturday
in Tulsa, Okla., the team has been
tapering its mileage to be well
rested, Blair said.
Blair’s performance has been
"up and down" following a torn

gluteus muscle he suffered earlier
in the season.
Blair said the injury was his
first in eight years.
"It scared the heck out of me,"
he said.
With Blair recuperating for a
large part of the season, Marca
has been the driving force of the
team, Argabright said.
With a third place finish at last
week’s Santa Clara Invitational
and three other top-five finishes
earlier in the season, Marca is the
Spartan’s most consistent performer.
Argabright said he’s counting
on Marca’s performance at the
championships.
A strong chance of rain is
expected for the weekend,
Argabright said.
Argabright said that while this

may be a concern for most runners, the poor weather can be an
advantage for Marca, who has*
proven to be adept under such
conditions.
"He’s a very tough runner,"
Argabright said. "If he was a bigger guy, he’d be a linebacker."
Marca is to the men’s team
what Ana Martinez is to the
women’s.
Martinez dominated at the
Santa Clara meet, taking first
place in the 5-kilometer event
with a time of 18:39.
Martinez has been a standout
performer throughout the season
with a second place finish at the
Croas Country Only Nationals 6kilometer run arid three other topfive finishes for the season.
Martinez said the entire team
has improved from last season.

"We’ve done better than I
expected," Martinez said. "We
have accomplished a lot, but
there’s still a lot more to go."
Argabright said the goal going
into the championships for the
women’s t,eam is to finish in the
top half of the conference.
Martinez and Janina Crain are
the top two performers who he
expects to lead the team in achieving this goal.
"Janina and Ana have an excellent chance to make the all-WAC
team," Argabright said.
At last year’s championship
meet, Martinez and Crain placed
eighth and 14th respectively in
the overall conference.
Crain said that while malting
the all-WAC team would be nice, it
won’t be her frame of mind as she
laces up her running shoes in

Tulsa.
"T’hat’s not one of the goals that
I set," Crain said. "If it happens, it
happens."
More
than
anything,
Argabright said, he hopes the
Spartans will beat Fresno State
University at the championships.
"Of all the teams in the WAC,
they’re the ones we have to worry
about as far as recruiting,"
Argabright said, adding that Fresno State has a more extensive program and more funding for athletic scholarships than SJSU.
Following the WAC Championships, the team will compete at
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Western Regionals on
Nov. 11 in Fresno.
The NCAA Championships will
be held in Ames, Iowa Nov. 20.

COMPAQ
DIVERSITY CAREER FAIR
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Electrical Engineers, MeL hanical Engineers, Computer Engineers, and Computer Science Majors
Thursday, October 26, 2000
5:00pm - 8:00pm
Compaq Computer Corporation

10435 North Tantau Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Full Time & Summer Intern Employment Opportunities
Refreshments and Prizes
Please visit www.compaq.comisiliconvalley to apply online or email your resume to jobs.sp@compaq.com.
(AS(11 text format only, no attachments please. Indicate job code JF-CDCF in the first line of your email.)

compaq.com/siliconvalley
Compaq. Leading with technology Achieving with workforce diversity, affirmative action and equal opportunity.

comma
Inspiration Technology

